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Introduction
Traffic Management and Logistics optimization are well-known problems, and they have been
studied separately for several years, resulting in very solid literature frameworks for both, rich with
different methodologies, mathematical models and algorithmic solutions.
Traffic Management can be described as a specific instance of the Network Design Problem (NDP), an
approach which is usually formulated in literature as a bi-level optimization problem. Logistics
optimization, on the other hand, deals with the distribution of goods and materials among suppliers,
manufacturers and retailers. Concerns such as fleet composition, product handling, inventory
management and routing are taken into account to formulate the problems.
While the problems have been addressed separately, no attention has been devoted yet to exploring
the interactions between the two players; we believe this to be of considerable importance, since
partial or incomplete knowledge on one another’s decisions might yield sub-optimality for either or
both of them.
As a first step towards exploring these interactions in greater detail, in this work we propose a
framework integrating both the Traffic Management and the Logistics optimization problem in one,
comprehensive model by means of a game theoretical approach. Once the model is specified, we
perform numerical tests in order to assess the impact of the two players onto each other.

Methodology
Traffic Manager modeling: the NDP bi-level formulation
As introduced earlier, the interaction between the traffic manager and the road users is usually
modeled, in the NDP framework, through a bi-level formulation (Yang and H. Bell, 1998), which can
be expressed as follows:
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The upper level is that of determining the set of control variables 𝑢 such that an objective function 𝐹
(usually, Total Cost) is minimized. The objective function doesn’t only depend on the control input
directly, but also indirectly through the link flow’s response 𝑣(𝑢) to changes in the control variable 𝑢.
This qualifies as anticipatory control, as introduced in (Allsop, 1974).
The lower level comprises of a different minimization problem, which can be seen in the constraint
set of the NDP. The users, subject to costs on the network and, from the upper layer, the current
value for the control variable 𝑢, seek a distribution of link flows over the network such that the
following condition (User Equilibrium, (Wardrop, 1952)) is met:

v*  arg min H (u, v)  arg min l vl (cl )·cl (vl )

(2)

Logistic management modeling
Logistics is one of the most important areas of study in Supply Chain Management. It addresses the
planning, implementation and control of the flows and storage of goods, services, and information in
a network consisting of providers and customers. In this study, we are mainly concerned about the
aspects of Logistics which are related to Traffic Management. Research on City Logistics is possibly
the most relevant for our current work, since it considers congestion and other traffic aspects more
closely than other studies made on routing problems. An in-depth discussion of the challenges and
perspectives in City logistics can be found in (Crainic et al., 2009), (Benjelloun and Crainic, 2008),
(Dablanc, 2007), (Russo and Comi, 2010), and (Taniguchi and Thompson, 2011). Since the number,
the requirements and the properties of the involved vehicles, products, customers and of the
network itself strongly differ in each type of problem, the complexity of the models depends on the
distribution system and the degree in which its dynamics must be captured.
Combined modeling:
When integrating the Traffic Manager (TM) and the Logistic Player (LP) dynamics into one connected
framework, different models can be developed depending on the assumed game theoretical
interaction that ensues between the three players participating in the game (TM, LP and the road
users). These interactions depend entirely on if/how the TM and the LP obtain information over each
other’s intentions and/or the users’. The different alternatives are summarized in the following table.

LP anticipates road users
TM
anticipates LP
& road users

TM
anticipates
road users
only

LP does not anticipate road
users

 Three level game with TM on
top, LP in the middle and Road
Users as pure followers

 Pure Stackelberg with TM as a
leader and LP and Road Users as
pure followers

 Nash-Cournot game between
TM and LP, Road Users as pure
followers

 “Incomplete” Stackelberg, TM
has wrong assumptions about
LP’s strategies (considers them as
road users)

Table 1

In all of the aforementioned alternatives, the road users (i.e. private transportation) are considered
as a pure follower, always subject to the decisions of the other two players, and always behaving
accordingly to User Equilibrium principles.
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For the sake of clarity, we schematize the interactions above in Figure 1 (following the same tabular
configuration).

Figure 1

Experimental Results
We focus on the case in which the TM is in the pure leader position, and devise a simple test case to
assess the impact of correctly anticipating the LP’s moves (upper right corner in Table/Figure 1) wrt.
having only partial knowledge (lower right corner). The test network is detailed in Figure 2a.

Figure 2a

Figure 3b

This network is composed of two parallel motorways running, respectively, from M1 to M2 and from
M3 to M4, amidst whose lays a lower-capacitated urban area with four Origin/Destination pairs: AE,
BF, CH and DH. A logistic player is also delivering packages within the urban area, creating therefore
extra congestion and externalities. The objective of this experimental setup is that of determining
how the two Ramp Metering controllers RM1 and RM2 are impacted by the presence of the Logistic
Player. The results from our initial tests, in which we optimize the TM’s objective function following
the approach we introduced in (Rinaldi and Tampère, 2015), are presented in Figure 2b. Indeed, the
difference between anticipating (red line) or not (blue line) the presence of extra flow due to a
logistic player in terms of optimal control and resulting Total Time Spent value is considerable.

Conclusions
In this paper, we develop a joint modeling framework to the combined problem of Network Traffic
Management and Logistic optimization. We explore the joint model by means of a game theoretical
approach, which allows us to define four different categories of problems, and we develop an
experimental setup to compare the performances achieved by the Traffic Manager under the
different conditions. Further research in these interactions and their effects depending on the
magnitude of the logistic player’s demand, together with applications to bigger size networks, will be
presented during the symposium.
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